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 .  4 qLet Z be the set of the integers and R x s 0, 1, . . . , x y 1 , x g N s Z . In
 4this paper the sequences m defined by the iterative formulan nG 0
m s m g Z,0
S .
m s a m q b g Z, if m ' r mod p , r g R p , .  .nq 1 r n r n
where p ) 1, a s t rp, t g N, and b is such that m g Z for every n, arer r r r n
investigated.
It is shown that if
t , p s gcd t , p s 1, r g R p , S1 .  . .  .r r
and
1rpa s a ??? a - 1, S2 .  .0 py1
 .then, even if a ) 1 for some r g R p , there exists c g N such that, for everyr
q  . < < < < < <r g R s 0, q` , almost every m g Z has some iterate m - r m or m F c,n n
in the sense that the density of such m either in Zq or in Zy is one.
Furthermore, it is conjectured that there exist C g N and s g N such that, if0
< < s < <  . w xs G s and m F p , then m F C for every n G s s q s , where s s 1 q ln p .0 n
 .At the end, considering the case where instead of S2 one has
1rpa s a ??? a ) 1 and a - 1 for some r g R p , S2 9 .  .  .0 py1 r
 .it is shown when the sequence S belongs to an orbit of a permutation of Z for
every m g Z. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let g : Z ª Z be defined for every m g Z by
g m s a m q b , if m ' r mod p , r g R p . 1 .  .  .  .r r
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0 .  .  n .. nq1 .Then m s g m s m and m s g m s g g m s g m .0 nq1 n
 .If m s pq q r, then instead of 1 one has:
g pq q r s t q q g r , 2 .  .  .r
 .  .where g r s a r q b g Z. Therefore the function g and the sequence Sr r
  ..  . are defined by p pairs of integers t , g r , r g R p . The conditionr
 4 .t g N is not essential: it would suffice for t g Z _ 0 .r r
Several authors have investigated the g iterates getting some results
 .  .  .relating to the conjecture that, if S1 and S2 hold, every sequence S
eventually has a cycle and the number of cycles is finite, just as was
conjectured in the 3 x q 1 problem p s 2, a s 1r2, b s 0, a s 3r2,0 0 1
.b s 1r2 .1
A survey of literature and results concerning the 3 x q 1 problem and its
w x w xgeneralizations has been given by Lagarias in 4 . See also 5, 7, 9, 10 .
Those results may be improved by the following theorems, which gener-
w xalize the ones in 10 .
Preliminarily we note that the continuity of the mapping Rqp 2
 .  .1r p qx , . . . , x ¬ x ??? x g R yields the following0 py1 0 py1
 .  .LEMMA 1. If S2 holds, then there exist k g N, r g R p , such that ifr
 .a s a q 1rpk where a s a and k s 0 whene¨er b s 0 then a - ar r r 0 0 0 0
 .1r p  .s a ??? a - 1, where a is as in S2 .0 py1
w x  .THEOREM 1. Let s s 1 q ln p and, pro¨ided S2 holds, let c s
 < <  .4max pk b , r g R p , where k is as in Lemma 1. For s g N putr r r
Q n .s
ns
n n < <s m g R p : g m - m or m F c for some j - n . .  . j 5 /s q s
3 .
 .   ..If also S1 holds and s ) ar 1 y a s , where a is as in Lemma 1, then
 . nlim aQ n rp s 1.nª` s
 .  . qTHEOREM 2. If S1 and S2 hold, then for e¨ery r g R , if
n < <m x s a m g R x : 'n , g m - rm , or m F c , 4 4 .  .  .  .r n
 .where c is as in Theorem 1, then lim m x rx s 1.x ª` r
 .  . < n . <Remark. Theorems 1 and 2 also hold considering in 3 and 4 g ym
< n . <  .instead of g m see §3 .
 .The functions as in 1 , which are permutations of Z will be investigated
in §6.
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2. THE p-ADIC SEQUENCES
 .  .Given g, m g Z and n g N, let s m s r , . . . , r , wheren 0 ny1
r ' g j m mod p , r g R p , .  .  .j j
 .  .ni.e., s m g R p , the set of truncations up to nth term of the p-adicn
 .  .sequences x , x , . . . , x g R p .0 1 j
w xThe following theorem generalizes the Everett's one 2, Theorem 1 ;
w x.see also 8, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 , and it brings to
w xperfection Theorem 1 in 9 .
THEOREM 3. For e¨ery n g N,
 .  n.  .  n.i s m q qp s s m , ;m g R p , ;q g Z;n n
 .  .  n.  .nii if S1 holds, then s : R p ª R p is a 1]1 map.n
 .  .  .Proof. By 2 , if m ' r mod p , then for every q g Z, g m q qp s
 .  .  .g m q qt . Therefore, if s m s r , . . . , r , then by induction on jr n 0 ny1
one has
; j F n , g j m q qpn s g j m q qT m pny j, 5 .  .  .  .j
 .  .  .where T m s 1 and T m s t T m s t ??? t for j ) 0.0 j r jy1 r rjy 1 jy1 0
 .  . j n. j .  .Now 5 yields i , since g m q qp ' g m ' r mod p for everyj
j - n.
n . X n n.  .  .Let j s n. If r ' g m and r ' g m q qp mod p , then from 5n n
one has
rX ' r q qT m mod p . 6 .  .  .n n n
 .   . .  .If S1 holds, then T m , p s 1, and 6 yields the bijective mapn
R p 2 q ¬ rX g R p , 7 .  .  .n
 .  .which, in turn, yields ii by induction on n: indeed for n s 1, ii is trivial.
 .  .  .If ii is true for n, then 7 leads to ii with n q 1 instead of n. Q.E.D.
 .Remarks. 1. Part ii of Theorem 3 does not hold for n s `, but it
 `.  4  .`holds if we consider the image of R p s 0 j N by s in R p , the set`
of p-adic sequences, i.e., of p-adic integers.
 . 2. Let G be the set of all functions 2 , including p s 1 the
.  .translations . The couple G, ( , where ``('' is the standard law of composi-
tion, is a non-commutative semigroup. Therefore g n g G for every g g G
 .  .and n g N. This implies i of Theorem 3. Moreover, if S1 holds for g,
n  n.  .n n  .then it holds also for g and a g s a g s a , where a s a g is as in
 .  .S2 or in S2 9.
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 .But in G there is another law of composition. Given g g G as in 2 and
p functions g g G,r
g p9q q s s t q q g s , s g R p9 , r g R p , .  .  .  .r r , s r
put
f p p9q q s q r s t g p9q q s q g r .  .  . . r r
s t t q q t g s q g r .  .r r , s r r
s tX q q f ps q r , s g R p9 , r g R p . .  .  .p sqr
 .Obviously f g G. Note that if p9 s p and g s g, r g R p , thenr
f / g 2.
 .This composition is interesting, for example, when g pq q r s pq q
 .   ..  .  .  .g r , where g R p ; R p , S1 holds for every g , r g R p , andr
 .   ..  .p, t ) 1 for some r g g R p and s g R p9 .r , s
Moreover, let G ; G be the subgroup of the permutations of Z see
.  .Section 6 . If g g G and g g G, r g R p , then f g G. In this case, forr
 4  .  .  .every C s pq q r : q g Z , r g R p , one has f C s g C , but ifr r r
 .  .m g C , then generally f m / g m .r
3. THE CONJUGATE FUNCTION
 .  .The conjugate of function g is the function g* s y1 ( g ( y1 , and
U  . n . n .the corresponding conjugate sequence is m m s g* m s yg ymn
 .s ym ym . Therefore it suffices to study the g* and g iterates onn
m G 0 only.
 .  .On the other hand, if g is as in 1 or 2 and
g* m s g* pq q r s aU m q bU s tUq q g* r , .  .  .r r r
 .then for every r g R p ,
aU s a and bU s yb a s a , b s b , .r pyr r pyr p o p 0
or
g* r q g p y r s tU s t t s t . .  .  .r pyr p 0
  .  . .  .  .Hence see S2 and S2 9 a g* s a g s a. These conditions and Theo-
 .rem 3 i , with q s y1, imply that our results for the function g also hold
 .for the conjugate function g* see Remark after Theorems 1 and 2 .
Therefore it suffices to study the behavior of g iterates on m G 0 only.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
w xThe following lemma generalizes the Everett one 1, Lemma 3 .
 .  .LEMMA 2. Let m g N. If s m s r , . . . , r and for e¨ery j - n,n 0 ny1
n .  .m ) c, where c is as in Theorem 1, then m s g m - A m m, wherej n n
 .A m s a ??? a and the a 's are as in Lemma 1.n r r rny 1 0
 .  .Proof. If m ' r mod p and m ) c G pk b see Theorem 1 , thenr r
 .g m s a m q b - a m, since a s a q 1rpk . Therefore, if m ) c,r r r r r r j
then m rm - a . Hencejq1 j r j
m m m mn n ny1 1s ??? - a ??? a s A m , .r r nny 1 0m m m mny1 ny2 0
which yields Lemma 2. Q.E.D.
So the behavior of g 9 iterates on m g N generally is upper bounded by
 .  .  .the function m ¬ A m m s a ??? a m, where s m s r , . . . , r .n r r n 0 ny1ny 1 0
 n.Given n g N and m g R p , put
krnkj m s A m , k g N. 8 .  .  . .n n
 .If k s 1, then j m is the geometric mean of a 's values in the first nn r
iterates on m. If
b s 1rpn j k m , 9 .  .  .n , k n
n .mgR p
 .  n.then b s b is the arithmetic mean of j m on all m g R p , and, atn n, 1 n
last,
knD s 1rp j m y b 10 .  .  . .n , k n n
n .mgR p
 .is the k-order de¨iation of j m from arithmetic mean b .n n
 .LEMMA 3. If S1 holds, then
 .i lim b s a , where a is as in Lemma 1;nª` n
 .ii lim D s 0 for e¨ery k g N.nª` n, k
 .  .  . Proof. For 8 , 9 , and Theorem 3 ii , one has without using the
.product's commutative law :
n
n k r n k r n n k r n k r n1rp a q ??? qa s 1rp a ??? a .  . . 0 py1 r r0 ny1
n .  .s m gR pn
krnns 1rp A m s b . .  . . n n , k
n .mgR p
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On the other hand,
nk r n k r na q ??? qa0 py1 krp klim s a ??? a s a . .0 py1 /pnª`
Therefore
lim b s a k , k g N. 11 .n , k
nª`
 .  .For k s 1, 11 is i .
 .  .Put b s 1. By 9 , from 10 one hasn, 0
k
ik iD s y1 b b . .n , k n n , kyi /i
is0
 .  . k .k  .Hence, by i and 11 , lim D s a 1 y 1 s 0, i.e., ii . Q.E.D.nª` n, k
For the standard deviation one has D s b y b 2 ª a 2 y a 2 s 0n, 2 n, 2 n
as n ª `.
 . qLEMMA 4 as the Law of Large Numbers . For e¨ery d g R , if
nM n s m g R p : j m y a - d , 12 4 .  .  .  .d n
 . nthen lim aM n rp s 1.nª` d
Proof. Lemma 4 is equivalent to
q n n;d g R , a m g R p : j m y a G d p ª 0 as n ª `. 13 4 .  .  .n
 . q qWe suppose 13 false, i.e., there exist d g R , « g R , and an infinite
subset I ; N such that
n na m g R p : j m y a G d p G « , ;n g I. 14 4 .  .  .n
 . < <Now, by Lemma 3 i , there exists n g N such that a y b - dr2 for0 n
<  . <   ..every n ) n . For such n, if n g I and j m y a G d see 14 , then0 n
<  . <   . .2 2j m y b ) dr2, i.e., j m y b ) d r4. Since I is infinite, fromn n n n
 .  . 210 and 14 it follows that lim sup D G «d r4 ) 0, which contra-nª` n, 2
 .dicts Lemma 3 ii . Q.E.D.
 .Remark. Even if Lemma 3 ii holds, the strong law of large numbers,
even in the sense that
k
n nlim a m g R p : lim 1rk j m s a p s 1, .  .  . i 5nª` kª` is1
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does not hold see, for example, the ``conjugate'' of the 3 x q 1 problem,
w x.10, Sect. 3.4 . On the contrary, if we consider the extension of map
 .  .m ¬ g m to Z , the topological ring of p-adic integers, taking in 2p
 . iq g Z , then the correspondent extension of map m ¬ s m ¬  r pp ` iG 0 i
g Z is continuous, and the strong law of large numbers holds in the sensep
 .that, with the Haar measure on Z normalized so that m Z s 1, we havep p
  . 4  w x w x.m m g Z : lim j m s a s 1 see also 6, Sect. 3 and 5 .p nª` n
Now we are able to prove Theorem 1.
  ..  .Let s ) ar 1 y a s . This is equivalent to a - sr s q s . Taking in
 .  .  .  . 12 d s sr s q s y a ) 0, if m g M n , then we have j m - sr s qd n
.  .  .   ..n  .s and, for 8 with k s 1, A m - sr s q s . Therefore, from 3 , byn
 .  .  .Lemma 2 and the results of Section 3, m g Q n , i.e., M n ; Q n .s d s
Hence Lemma 4 leads to Theorem 1.
For proving Theorem 2 we need the following lemma, which generalizes
w xEverett's lemma 1, Lemma 7 .
 .  . Let P m be a Boolean proposition on m g Z and put f x s a m g
 .  . 4R x : P m is true .
 n. n  .LEMMA 5. If lim f p rp s 1, p ) 1, then also lim f x rnª` x ª`
x s 1.
The proof, with p instead of 2, is the same as for Everett's lemma.
Now, for every r g Rq and s g N, there exists k g N such that r G
  ..k  .  .  n.  .sr s q s . Therefore, from 3 and 4 , if n ) k, then m p G aQ n ,r s
 n. nand from Theorem 1, lim m p rp s 1. Hence Lemma 5 leads tonª` r
Theorem 2.
5. REMARKS AND A NEW CONJECTURE
wHere we generalize the remarks and the conjecture stated in 10, Sect.
x3 .
 .1. By Theorem 3 i , one sees that, for every n g N, the behavior of
the first n iterates is the same for all m9 s m q qpn, q g Z.
 42. Let C s max c, c9 , where c is as in Theorem 1, and c9 is the
absolute maximum among the terms of all cycles, which one finds by
< <  .  .  < <testing all m F 2 pbKr 1 y a , where a is as in S2 , b s max 1; b ,r
 .4  . 3r g R p , and K s K g F p .
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  .. s sqs . ys s   .. Now sr s q s - e s exp ys s . Therefore, if n s s s q
.s , then from Theorem 1
s sqs . < < ys s < <lim a m g R p : m - e m , or m F C . s sqs . j
sª`
for some j - s s q s rps sqs . s 1. 15 .  .4
We consider m g N such that eys sm - 1, i.e., m - es s < ps sqs ..
  .. s sProbably it is not true that for every s ) ar 1 y a s and m - e ,
one has m F C, but this is more and more likely as s increases if wes sqs .
s s s s  s .consider the m F p only, since p < e note that p - e and very
likely
lim a m g N: m - es s and m ) C es s s 0 4s sqs .
sª`
 .as agreed with 15 and Remark 1.
3. Remarks 1 and 2 and the one after Theorems 1 and 2 suggest the
following
 .  .Conjecture. If S1 and S2 hold, then there exists s g N such that,0
< < s < < for every s g N, if s G s and m F p , then m F C for every n G s s0 n
.q s , where C is as in Remark 2.
 .  . Very likely C s 2 pbKr 1 y a , where K s K g is relatively small. In
’ .the 3 x q 1 problem very likely C s 136 and K s 17 2 y 3 - 4, 6; see
w x10, Section 3 .
 . < <At last, if n s n m is the smallest natural number such that m F C,n
< < s0  .  < <.  < <..then very likely, for every m G p , n m F log m s q log m ,p p
where only C and s depend on g.0
6. Z-PERMUTATIONS
 .  .1. Given g, if S1 and S2 9 hold, then in a similar way it may be
 .1r pproved that there exist a s a ??? a and c g N such that a ) a0 py1
 . w x) 1 and, if s ) sr a y 1 , where s s 1 q ln p , then
ns q s
n < <lim a m g R p : m ) m , . n  /snª`
< < nor m F c for some j - n p s 1. 16 .j 5
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 .  .This result is consistent with the conjecture that if S1 and S2 9 hold,
then almost every sequence is divergent and the number of possible cycles
 w x.is finite see 6 .
Indeed, there are such functions where infinite sequences eventually
 .  . have a cycle. For example, let g m s mr2 for m even and g m s 5m
j 2 iq1’. y 1 r2 for m odd. We have a s 5 r2 ) 1, but for every m s 2 4 q
.  n .41 r5, where i g N and j g N, then m g N and the sequence g m nG 0
 .goes into cycle 1, 2 .
Therefore among these functions the permutations of Z Z-permuta-
.  .tions have some interest. In this case the double sequence O m s
 n .4 y1g m , where g is the inverse of g, is an orbit of g in Z. A finiteng Z
orbit is a cycle or a fixed point.
EXAMPLE
 w x.Collatz 4, Introduction
2 q , if r s 0;
g 3q q r s .  4q q 2 r y 1, if r s 1, 2,
 w x.Conway 3, p. 121
gy1 4q q 2 s s 6q q 3s, .y1g 4q q r s . y1 g 4q q 2 s q 1 s 3q q s q 1, s s 0, 1. .
 .  .There are the fixed points 0, 1, and the cycles 2, 3 , 4, 5, 7, 9, 6 , and
12  . g 44 s 44. Since these permutations are self-conjugate g* s g, see
.Section 3 , there are also the fixed point y1 and the correspondent cycles
y  . 321 . 9in Z . At last Collatz and Conway's problem , since g 8 ) 10 and
y354 . 9  .  .g 8 ) 10 , very likely the orbit O 8 is not a cycle as agreed with 16
and following p. 4.
 .  .2. Since t ) 0, r g R p , we have mg m G 0 for every m g Z if,r
 .  .  .  .and only if, g r g R t , r g R p . In this case every orbit O m has itsr
minimum term if m G 0, or its maximum term if m - 0.
 .The only condition t ) 0, r g R p , implies that the number of orbitsr
 . with neither minimum nor maximum term if there are any is finite if
< < <  . <  < <  .4m G b and g m G b, where b s max b , r g R p , then it is notr
 . .possible for mg m - 0 .
 . By 16 it may be proved that the number of orbits is infinite the density
.of every orbit is 0 .
3. The construction of Z-permutations may be founded on the
following theorem and, obviously, on the two laws of composition Section
.2, Remark 2 .
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 .THEOREM 4. The function 2 is a Z-permutation if , and only if ,
 .  .  .  .   ..i ; r, s g R p , if r / s, then g r k g s mod t , t ;r s
 .ii  1rt s 1.r g R p. r
 .For the proof we note that i means that the congruence classes
  . 4  . t q q g r : q g Z , r g R p injective images by g of the congruencer
 4.  .classes pq q r : q g Z , are disjoint, while ii means that the union of
these classes is Z.
 .Condition ii also means that the harmonic mean of the a 's values isr
 .pr 1ra s 1. Therefore their geometric mean if at least an a / 1 isr r r
 .greater than one, just as in S2 9.
 .  .  .  .From i it follows that t , t ) 1 for every r, s g R p . Hence, by ii , itr s
may be shown that if k is the number of different t values, thenr
p G k q 1 ) 2.
 .Given 1 - d - ??? - d , it may be shown that if d s gcd d , . . . , d G1 k 1 k
d y 1 .k ) 1, then there are at least different Z-permutations g, where
k y 1
 .  .p s n q ??? qn and t s d for n indices r g R p , such that mg m G 01 k r i i
 . for every m g Z see p. 2 . For the proof put h s d rd s n rd , and, byi i i i
 .ii , find d , the number of congruence classes modulus d, each of which isi
a union of h congruence classes modulus d s h d, the images of hi i i i
.congruence classes modulus p .
But there are Z-permutations also, where d s 1.
EXAMPLE
6q , if r s 0;¡
10q q 1, if r s 1;~g 23q q r s . 15q q 2, if r s 2;¢30q q g r , if r g R 23 _ R 3 , .  .  .
 .  .  4where g r g R 30 _ 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 1, 11, 21, 2, 17 .
At last
2 tq q 2 r , if r g R t ; .
g pq q r s .  2 p y t q q 2 r y t q 1, if r g R p _ R t , .  .  .  .
where 0 - t - p, shows that there exist nontrivial Z-permutations for every
p ) 2.
In the particular case p s 2 t q 1, among others, we have the permuta-
tion
r
g pq q r s p q y1 q q r , r g R p . .  .  . .
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It may be seen that in this case the number of cycles and their lengths
increase unlimitedily as p increases very likely this number is greater than
 . .t t q 3 and some lengths are 4 p . Nevertheless, if p is fixed and m
< < 2  . 4belongs to a cycle, then very likely m - p r a y 1 7 2 p , where a s
 .  .a g is as in S2 9.
y1  .  .4. Let g 9 s g be, where g is as in 2 . If S1 holds for g and
g 9 p9q q r s t9 q q g 9 r , r g R p9 , .  .  .r
 .then it may be shown that p9 s lcm t , . . . , t and0 py1
tX , p92 s tX , p9 , r g R p9 , S1 9 .  .  . .r r
 X .  . while t , p9 ) 1 for some r g R p9 see, for example, the Collatz andr
.  .Conway permutations . Therefore S1 does not hold for g 9. Nevertheless,
 .since S1 9 holds, it may be shown that there exist a 9 ) 1 and c9 g N such
 . w x  . that, if s ) s 9r a 9 y 1 , where s 9 s 1 q ln p9 , then 16 where in-
.stead of p, s , and c there are p9, s 9, and c9 still holds.
w xThis result may be achieved using some results of 7 .
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